We study the possibilities for the number of nontrivial invariant polynomials of the product of two nonsingular matrices, with prescribed similarity classes, over an algebraically closed field.
Introduction
Let F be an algebraically closed field. For A E F ..... , denote by i(A) the number of nontrivial invariant polynomials of A.
In this paper, we study the range ofi(XAX I YBY i), when A and B are given n × n nonsingular matrices over F and X, Y run over the set of nonsingular matrices over F. Define
R(A) = minrank(A + )J,,), 2~F
where/,, is the n × n identity matrix. In [1] , it was proved that
i(A) --n -R(A).
Thus the study of the range of i(A'B') is equivalent to the study of the range of R(A'B') with A' and B' similar to A and B, respectively. In this paper, instead of i(A'B'), we prefer to consider R(AIB').
IfX and Y are n-square invertible matrices over F, then XAX t YBY 1 is similar to ( 
y-IX)A(X-I Y)B and to A(X -j Y)B(Y IX
, so our problem is equivalent to studying the range of i(A'B) or i(AB'), with A' and B' similar to A and B, respectively.
Since a square matrix is similar to its transpose, the problem is also equivalent to studying the range of i(B'A'), with A' and B' similar to A and B, respectively. For any polynomial f(x) over F, we denote by d(f) the degree off(x). Given two polynomials f(x) and g(x), we write f(x) I g(x) whenever f(x) divides g (x) .
Let cq (x), c~2(x),..., ~n(x) and fli (x), fl2(x),..., ft,(x) be the invariant polynomials of A and B, respectively, and let 71 (x, 2), 72(x, 2),..., 7,(x, 2) be the invariant polynomials of 2B -~ . We assume that the invariant polynomials are always monic and have been ordered so that each one divides the following of its group.
It is easy to see that if fls(x) = (x -bi) (~ (x -b2) ~2... (x -bp) '~, then

E/ ¢,) "
Let r(= i(A)) be the number of invariant polynomials of A which are different from 1. In the same manner, let s := i(B). This means that cq(x) ..... ~,_r(x) = 1, and ~, ,.+l(x) has degree at least one. Similarly, ill(x) ..... fl,_~(x) = 1 and/7, ~+l(x) has degree at least one. Given a monic polynomial f(x) = x k -akx k I ..... a2x -al with degree k >i 1, we denote by CO <') and C'(f) the companion matrices off(x), defined by We say that the pair (A, B) is spectrally complete for the product if for any ntuple (21,..., 2,) of elements of F satisfying 2~ ... Jo, = det(AB), there exist matrices A' and B' similar to A and B, respectively, such that A'B' has eigenvalues (2i,.. •, ,~,).
In [2] , Silva characterized all such pairs when F has at least four elements. The following is the corresponding result when F is algebraically closed. The following theorem, proved in [3] will be used in the sequel. Define (1)
If condition (1) is satisfied, we shall say (A, B) is a t-pair. It is easy to check that the set of integers t E {0, 1 .... , n -1 } for which there exists )o E F, such that
is not empty. So let to be the minimum of this set.
Remark 1. Clearly, to ~> JR(A)-R(B)] and R(A)+ R(B)<<. R(A, 2B-l).
Main result
We are going to prove the following theorem, which is our main result. 
Proof. For any nonzero 2, /4 C F, we have
= rank(A-/~l)+ rank(B+~l).
So R(AB) <~ R(A) + R(B).
Denoting by "~" the similarity relation and bearing Theorem 2 in mind, we have rain rain rank(AtB t -2I) = rain where a' I = albl)~o/cl. Since F is an infinite field, we may choose the cTs and )~o, such that a'~, 2o and the drs are pairwise distinct• Then we have
[]
Lemma 3. ff A and B are n x n nonsingular matrices, over an algebraically closed field, and either A or B is nonderogatory, then Jor an), t sati,ffi,ing to <~ t <~ n -1 there exist A' and B' similar to A and B, respectie~ely, such that R(A'B') --t.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is nonderogatory. 
1_ 21)>1 IR(A)-R(B)]
So we have 
1) t.
If we have equality, the proof is complete. Now suppose R(A'-;
Note that, ift ~< n/2, equality always holds, otherwise there exists l* such that R(A' -/~(B') -1 ) ~< t -1. That means/~ is an eigenvalue of A'B' of algebraic multiplicity at least n -t + 1. Since 2 is an eigenvalue of A'B' of algebraic multiplicity at least n -t, so (n -t + 1) + (n -t) ~< n, i.e., t >/(n + 1)/2, a contradiction. Henceforth we consider only the case t ~> (n + 1)/2. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that d(J]) >1 d(gt) = p
R(K') +R(L') > 2n-2p---+l
=-~b(p)+n-p-1 ~> n-p-1.
P P
So the maximum value t can be attained. On the other hand, from t/> (n + 1)/2 we can get t -1 >/IR(K') -R(L')]. Case 
1.1: Suppose that n-p >~ t. By the induction assumption, there is X E F (n-p)x(n-p) such that R(K'XL'X -1) = rank(K'XL'X -j -)d) = t -1.
If d(gl) = d(fl), then, by Lemma 2, there is a nonsingular matrix Y E F p×p such that that n-p < t < n -1. Since n -p-
there exists a nonsingular matrix
If d(gl) = d(J]), then, by Lemma 2, there exists a nonsingular matrix Y E F p~p such that
R(K, YL, Y -j) = rank(KjYLtY ~ -21) = t-(n -p- 1). Then R(K(Y ®X)L(Y •X) ~) = rank(K(Y ®X)L(Y ®X)-' -)d) = t.
Now suppose that d(J]) > d(gl).
If the column [*,0,... ,0] t E F I"-pl×l is a linear combination of the columns of K'XL'X -~ , then, by lemma 2, there exists a nonsingular matrix Y E F p×p such that
If not, by Lemma 2 again, there is Y E F p×f' such that )d,, i i "
We have R(NYL~Y l) = t -(17 -p -1). In any case, 
(A) = R(K') and R(B) = R(L'), we have ]R(K') -R(L')] <~ t <~ R(K') + R(L').
Now let IR(K') -R(L')I ~< t ~< n -2. By the induction assumption there exists X, such that
R(K'XL'X ~) = rank(K'XL'X -~ -abl) -t.
Consequently, R(A'(I OX)B'(1 ~X) ~) = t. (A,B) is spectrally complete for the product. Then we can get respectively.
Now assume t = ii -I. R(A) + R(B) >~ n, that means i(A) + i(B) <<. n. According to Theorem 1, the pair
Since
Notice the fact that the quadratic expression 2q 2 -(n + 5)q + 2n + 1 is nonpositive for 2 ~ q <~ n/2. We have that R(K') +R(L")>~ n-q 1, and we can verify that (K'.fiL" 1) is also a (t -l)-pair.
We are going to use the same technique as we used in Case 1. Suppose that n-q >~ t. By the induction assumption, there is X ~ F ('' ,~i~(,, ,/~ such that R(K'XL"X ~) = rank(K'XL"X i _ ill) --t -1. Then. by Lemma 2, there is a nonsingular matrix Y ~ F '/~'~ such that
R(C(J])YC(g,,+])Y ~) rank(C(ji)YC(g,,_~)Y ] -)d) = 1.
Then
R((C(.[]) + K')(Y + X)(C(g,,~,) + L")(Y ~!~ X) ') = rank(A'(Y+X)B'(Y+X) ~ -)d) = t.
Suppose that n-q < t < n -1. Since R(K') + R(L") ~> n -q-1, by the induction assumption there exists a nonsingular matrix X ¢ F ~'' '~):~¢" ' f> such that
Then, by Lemma 2, there exists a nonsingular matrix Y ~ F q'~q such that
R(C(.I])YC(g~,)Y ~) = rank(C(.l))YC(g,,,])Y ~ -)d) -t-(n-q-1).
Then
R((C(.IL) L~ K')(Y +X)(C(g,,.. i)+ L")(Y,i X) ) = rank(A'(Y +X)B'(Y ,??X) ~ -)d) = t. Z Y Lin I Linear Algebra and its Applications 277 (1998) 253~69
Suppose that t = n-1. (A,B) is spectrally complete for the product.
R(A) +R(B) >~ n, that is the pair
R(A) + R(B)
= n -1. We prove this is impossible.
Note that r<~n/q and s~<(n-w)/2+w. Hence n+l =r+s~<w+ (n -w)/2 + n/q. As w ~< q -1, we have q2 _ (3 + n)q + 2n ~> 0, a contradiction because q2 _ (3 + n)q + 2n < 0 for 2 <~ q <~ n/2.
(2). w < q < u.
Note that A and B are similar to
respectively, where
Notice the fact that the quadratic expression 2q 2 -(n + 2)q + n ~< 0 for 2 <<. q <~ n/2 and n ~> 4. We have that R(K') + R(L') ~> n -q -1. It is also easy to check that IR(K') -R(L')] ~< ]w+ 1 -1] <~q-1 ~<t-1. Assume that u < n/2. Note that u >~ 3 and u cannot be n/2 because, in this case, as B is nonderogatory, we will have w=,/2.
So R(L") >~ (n-q)-(w+(n-w)/3) and R(K') >1(n-q) -(n/q-1).
We have that R(K')+R(L") >~2n-2q+l-n/q -(2w+n)/3 >~ 2n-Zq + l -n/q-(2(q-1) + n)/3 = Zn-Zq-(Zq 2 -5q + nq + 3n)/3q. Notice the fact that the quadratic expression 5q 2-(8 + 2n)q + 3n~<0 for 2<~q<~n/3 and n~>4. We have that R(K')+R(L") ~>n-q-1. When n/3 < q<.n/2, we have r = 2, it is obvious R(K') +R(L') ~> n-q-1. So in any case we have R(K')+R(L") ~>n-q-1.
On the other hand, ]R(K') -R(L")] <~ Iw + (n -w)/u -11 <~ lu -2-(n -u-2)/21 ~< (n -1)/2, the last inequality holds because 2 <<. u << n/2. So the induction assumption holds for the pair (K', L').
Bear in mind that a square matrix is similar to its transpose, so we may change the order of A' and B'. Now we reduced our problem to the same type as Case 1, and we may do the same analysis as we did before. 
Notice the fact that the quadratic expression 3u 2-(2n-3q+9)u+3n-3q+3~<O for 2~<u~<q-1 and3<~q<~n/3. WehavethatR(K')+R(L') ~>n-u-1. When n/3 < q <~n/2, we have r = 2, it is obvious R(K') +R(L') >~ n-u-1. So in any case we have R(K')+R(L")>1 n-u-1.
And we can verify that
Again we reduced our problem to the same form as Case 1, and we may do the same analysis as we did before. 
(K') >~ R(L"). As
IR(A') -R(B')I ~ t <~ R(A') + R(B'),
we have
Note that t -(q -1) ~< n -q -1. By the induction assumption, there exists X such that
, then we may do the same as we did in the first case. Now consider t -(q -1) < R(L") -R(K'). As R(L") > R(A'), there must be one diagonal block in L" whose order is greater or equal to the order of C(f~). Moving it to the first diagonal block we can get a matrix similar to B' of the form We
have R(L"') -R(K') = R(L") -R(K') -q. Because t/> ]R(A') -R(B')I = R(L") -R(K') -(q -1), by induction assumption there exists X such that
R(L"'XK'X ~) ~-rank(L"'XK'X -~ -)J) = t, ~ R(L") -R(K')
q.
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Then by Lemma 2, there exists Y such that
R(C(g)YC(/i)Y i) = rank(C(g)YC(/])Y ' -),I) = t-t~.
Thus we have
R(A'B') t.
Third, suppose that R(A') /> R(B') = R(L") > R(K'). If t -(q -1) /> R(L") -R(K'), then we may do the same as we did in the first case. Now consider t-(q-1) <R(L")-R(K').
Let z=R(U')-R(K').
Clearly, z<~q-l, and t>~R(A')-R(B')=R(K')+(q-I)
R(L') (q-1)-z. As R(L')>R(K'), there must be one diagonal block in L" whose order is greater or equal to the order of C(/'i). Then we may get a matrix B', similar to B', of the form On the other hand, by the induction assumption, there is X ~ F (' "~(" '! such that
R(L"XK'X ~)rank(L"XK'X i _ 21) --t -(q -z).
So
R(A'B') t.
Assume that t = n-1. (A,B) is spectrally complete for the product.
R(A) + R(B) >~ n, the pair
R(A)+R(B)=n-I,
i.e.,
(q 1)+R(K')+R(L')
,1-1. Then
R(K') + R(L") = ,, -9.
That means the pair (K',L") is spectrally complete for the product. We may choose distinct nonzero elements, ).~ ..... 2, ,~, different from the eigenvalues of C(./])x,~ (we recall that x,~ is a q × q scalar matrix) and satisfying 2~ ... 2,, q = det K'L". Then it is easy to conclude that R(A'B') n - 1. [] 
